MOVING STEEL (a photo essay)
Kanawha State Forest Foundation Bat Conservation Education Project
By Doug Wood, March 18, 2019
On Friday, March 15, 2019, eight volunteers arrived at the junction of Range Road and Middle Ridge
Road in Kanawha State Forest to unload 20-ft long pieces of steel from a flatbed truck to the first staging area.
The steel had been purchased from WV Steel Corporation with funds administered by the Kanawha State Forest
Foundation and provided by the Hot Rod Devils event organizers, the C. C. Dickinson Family Giving Circle,
the Maier Foundation, and private individual donors. Planning for the delivery was like a scary roller coaster
ride. All the arrangements had been made ahead of time so that it would flow smoothly. Then, two days before
the delivery date, I contacted the delivery driver who informed me that someone had decided that the 25-ft
flatbed truck originally planned for the delivery had been changed to a 50-ft tractor trailer with a 10-ft cab.
There are nine routes into Kanawha State Forest, and not one of them can safely accommodate a 60-ft
rig due to hairpin curves, pinch points between cliff faces and crumbling creek banks, overhanging obstacles,
and traffic restrictions. I spoke to friends on Kanawha Forest Drive who advised me that 40% of the large
vehicles that attempt that restricted road, require a tow truck to pull them out of tough spots. A mobile home
delivery vehicle requires special jacks that shift the entire truck sideways when it attempts the kiss-your-butt
curves on Oakwood Road and Connell Road. Forget the Fourmile Entrance due to it being a single lane gravel
route with tight curves on the Hernshaw side and a narrow bituminous road with tight curves and low-hanging
branches on the Forest side. Other options are as bad or worse than the three mentioned above.
A frantic series of calls to a “voice mailbox that has not been set up yet” eventually hit paydirt at
10:30pm the night before the delivery. Then a series of calls from 5:45am to 6:30am the delivery morning
(March 15) confirmed that the delivery would be made on the originally-planned 25-ft flatbed, earlier than
expected. Another series of phone calls to sleepy-eyed volunteers roused them from their winter hibernacula
and they rose to the occasion, arriving just a few moments after I had guided the delivery truck in reverse up
Middle Ridge road. One University of Charleston lacrosse player, and seven other volunteers deposited the
long steel bars and angles with loud bangs as we shoved the load off the bed, then arranged it atop plastic tarps,
and covered it with the same to protect it from rising ground moisture and precipitation. If the steel
cutter/welder must deal with a lot of rust, the torch job is much tougher and more dangerous due to flying sharp
flakes of hot rust exploding from the bars. I give a big “thanks” to this core group of volunteers, who also
served as leaders during the following day’s exercises.
The next day, March 16, 41 volunteers (15 University of Charleston, 3 WV State University, 1 Marshall,
and 22 others of various sizes, shapes, and ages) mustered for the big move up the hill to the bat hibernaculum
portal. A Charleston Newspaper photographer arrived and I advised him that the most interesting shot would
come in approximately one hour, when the whole group would be moving steel uphill as a human conveyor
belt. The photographer said, “I’ll be back in an hour.” After a half an hour of safety speech and detailed
instruction, we split into two gangs. The uphill gang carried materials up the Kevin Dials Bat Trail to the
abandoned deep mine hibernaculum. That gang then began establishing footholds along the hillside that would
seat the human conveyor belt. The downhill gang formed groups of two and three to carry the
1.5”x1.5”x1/4”x20’ angle bars and the ¼”X4” flat bar, groups of six to carry the 4”x4”x3/8”x20’ angle bars,
and a group of eight to carry the 6”x6”x3/8”x 20’ angle bar. This exercise gave the gang practice in handling
the steel and it instilled confidence in each gang member that the move uphill could be accomplished if
everybody worked together. Once the downhill gang had set the steel upon posts at the second staging area and
once the uphill gang had established good tread on the steep slope, the 41 volunteers arranged themselves
orderly on the hillside with a few at the bottom to pick up steel from the staging area and a few on the upper
mine bench to receive and place the steel near the bat hibernaculum. The newspaper photographer returned in
the nick of time, scaled his way past the human conveyor system, and readied for the photo shoot as the first of
the small bars made its way hand to hand up the conveyor.

After a few tweaks to the tread and individual positions, the rest of the small bars were conveyed
upslope. Each one weighed 47 lbs. With growing confidence, the team was ready for graduation to the 196-lb
4” angles. It was a big graduation, so after the first 4-incher was successfully placed on the poles along the
mine bench, more tread tweaking and shifting bodies allowed for another successful conveyance of a 4-incher.
One of the steel handlers on the downhill team suggested moving the 6” angle before we tired on the remaining
five 4-inchers. More safety talk, more instructions, more gaging of confidence, and checking of stamina. “Send
up the six-inch angle!” Up it crawled, 2 lbs. shy of 300 lbs. The monster 298-lb bar made it to the top and was
successfully placed. A big “hooray” erupted from the team. Five more 4-inchers were a bit anticlimactic, but
the last one elicited another big whoop at its final placement. At the end of the human conveyor belt effort, we
had moved 1 U.S. ton plus 208 lbs. of steel in approximately a half an hour! Now it was time for much
deserved rest, refreshment, and replenishment of calories and nutrients. Yummy lunch was provided by the
Kanawha State Forest Foundation.
A bat education tour along the Kevin Dials Bat Trail followed lunch, while a team of artistic volunteers
remained at the tables to draw bats with multi-colored permanent ink pens on diamond-shaped yellow, plastic
trail markers. The markers will be placed immediately before the dedication ceremony of the Bat Conservation
Education Project, to be scheduled sometime in late spring or early summer. As the bulk of the volunteers
departed, some helped clean-up the lunch area, and pick-up the scattered tools. Six indefatigable volunteers
continued working on trail improvements. Dr. Mark Watson of U.C. provided three 6-inch, thick-walled pvc
pipes to improve drainage on the steepest, wettest portion of the trail. Five of the volunteers did a bang-up,
professional-style job, while I walked a newspaper journalist along the bat trail and gave him details of the
steel-moving exercise. His surname made him very appropriate for this beat, Steelhammer. Look for his article
in the coming weeks, after he has a chance to interview the bat gate contractors next weekend.
Speaking of next weekend, if all goes well, the bat gate will be installed between Friday and Monday,
March 22-25, by Kristen Bobo and Jim Honaker of Tennessee and Kentucky. After that, we should receive the
fiberglass-embedded interpretive signs from Pannier Graphics and we can install them along the trail. We will
need volunteers to help with the sign installation, so keep informed on the Kanawha State Forest Foundation’s
facebook webpages for date and time details. You can see some awesome photos of the steel-moving effort,
including the human conveyor belt on the webpages now, thanks to photographers Jennifer Bauman and Chad
Cordell. Check them out at: https://www.facebook.com/KSFFoundation/photos/pb.833698699988591.2207520000.1552826933./2758495987508843/?type=3&theater . A big thanks to the funders and the
volunteers who made this effort safe and successful. For the bats and the people who appreciate them, Hooray!

Delivery of steel on Friday, March 15, 2019. Jennifer Bauman photo.

Rolling the stock into staging area no. 1. Jennifer Bauman photo.

Joined by a U.C. lacrosse player, previous KSFF chairman Bill Hall shifts the stock even further off the roadway.
Jennifer Bauman photo.

Tomorrow’s leaders go over plans for the human conveyer belt system. Jennifer Bauman photo.

Clearing steel staging area no. 2. Jennifer Bauman photo.

Bat-brained project coordinator flagged the human conveyor belt route. Jennifer Bauman photo.

Clearing the human conveyor belt route. Jennifer Bauman photo.

Cavity curiosity. Jennifer Bauman photo.

Covered steel at staging area no. 1. Get a good night’s sleep, you’re moving tomorrow. Doug Wood photo.

Early arriving leaders go over the plan on March 16. Dale Porter photo.

The entire volunteer team gets a safety talk and a plan briefing. Jennifer Bauman photo.

The uphill gang placed themselves along the conveyor line. Dale Porter photo.

Foot-hold improvements for safe-conveying were made by the uphill gang. Jennifer Bauman photo.

The first group of the downhill gang decides to tackle the biggest bar first (298 lbs). Good thing we covered it
the night before. If buzzards had roosted on it and defecated, it might have topped 300 lbs. J. Bauman photo.

And, we’re off! Jennifer Bauman photo.

Set it down and transfer to the second string. Jennifer Bauman photo.

Second string rolls the bar onto left feet as the drill sergeant barks “shortest in front tallest in back, left hand
over the bar, and lift!”
Jennifer Bauman photo.

Second string doing well. Jennifer Bauman photo.

Second string prepares to set the big bar down in staging area no. 2. Jennifer Bauman photo.

The 4x4 angles are significantly lighter (196 lbs), but still a challenge for the “elders.” Jennifer Bauman photo.

Another 4x4 angle up the road. Jennifer Bauman photo.

Three bars in a row, totaling 588 lbs. Jennifer Bauman photo.

The downhill team fills staging area no. 2, while the uphill team continues improving tread. J. Bauman photo.

The 1.5x1.5 inchers are cake-walks (47 lbs) for these hearty crews. Jennifer Bauman photo.

First 1.5x1.5 practice run on the human conveyor belt. Jennifer Bauman photo.

All hands on bar! The 1.5-inch angle is handed up the conveyor. Jennifer Bauman photo.

Flat bar (68 lbs) hand-off. Jennifer Bauman photo.

Graduating to the 4x4 (196 lbs). Chad Cordell photo.

After a couple of these 4-inchers, the team tackled the big 6-incher, while still fresh. Chad Cordell photo.

The two youngest team members declare the human conveyor system a success at staging area no. 3.
Chad Cordell photo.

Later, a select few volunteers improve drainage on the Kevin Dials Bat Trail. Dale Porter photo.

Two culverts buried, one to go. Ya’ gotta rest sometime. Dale Porter photo.

The dirt, ditch, & culvert crew admires its own work. Jim Waggy photo.

March 17, 2019 a U.C. student who could not participate the previous day, helps improve the trail tread and...

...the steel covering. Dianne Anestis photos.

Better weight distribution will keep the tarp from shifting and exposing the steel to weathering.
D. Wood photo.

Another long pole for added weight lengthwise. Dianne Anestis photo.

The final covering should minimize rust and improve cutting/welding. Dianne Anestis photo.

The bat hibernaculum soon to be safely gated. Dianne Anestis photo.

Some of the markers that will guide hikers on the Kevin Dials Bat Trail. Doug Wood photo.

